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Digital Luxury Marketing Trend 2012 infography has been based on the Digital Luxury  Marketing  Report 2012  
study which goal is to give an overview of the current trends in terms of global digital communication actions and 
to make recommendations for the luxury brands marketers.  
 

The analyse was based on 151 luxury brands* from all the different luxury fields (cars, jewellery, horology, 
leather goods, couture, cosmetics...) observed during the month of December, which is one of the most intense 
regarding web activity. 
 
  

of the luxury brands have a brand dedicated website 
  65% of the luxury brands have developed a mobile app 
  88% have a “mobile friendly” site and 13% have developed a mobile site 
  97% of the luxury brands are registered on at least one social network 

Overview of the luxury digital activities 

Luxury and Blog 
During 2012, several of the main luxury brands have solicited bloggers in order to promote 
and enhance their products and/or brands.   
 
Here’s a top of the brands regarding their popularity on blogs and social networks 
1- Yves Saint Laurent, 2-Karl Lagarfeld, 3-Marc Jacobs, 4- Givenchy, 5 – Chanel, 6 - Christian 

Dior, 7- Jean-Paul Gaultier, 8- Swarovski, 9- Thierry Mugler, 10- Bulgari 
 
 
 
 

(Sources: e-buzzing – December 2012) 
 

Luxury and SEO 

- Google Requests 

(Source: SEM Ruch) 

4 periods stand out in terms of research intensity : from January 8th to 14th, 
March 4th to 17th,  June 24th to 30th and from December 9th to 22nd 

Researches on the web: interest for Louis Vuitton, Ralph Lauren, Longchamp, Chanel, Gucci. France, 2012. Fields: Couture – Leather Goods 

209 323 094 pages in average are proposed by Google Search  
during a research on a luxury brand. Automotive brands remains 
the most active in terms of web presence. 
 
Brand luxury websites 1rst source of reference ! 

Top referent tools: 
 
1# Brand dedicated website (in average, 1rst of the Google 
results) 
2# Wikipedia (average position: 3) 
3# Facebook (average position : 7) 
4# Pinterest (average position : 3) 
5# Twitter (average position : 10) 
6# Youtube (average position : 13) 
 
 
 

Luxury and Social Media – Global presence by social network 
78% of the observed brands has activated at least 4 of the 6 monitored social networks, and 26% 
more than 4 of these networks. In average, the brands activate between 2 and 5 social networks. 
 
100% of the luxury brands are registered on at least one social network 

 

Of all social networks, Facebook represents 26% of the global social registration, Youtube  25% and Twitter 24% while 

Tumblr, Linked IN and Foursquare represents a minority of the whole registrations. 

 
 

Sources: Digitaluxury.fr – December 2012 

Brands registration by social network:  

89% of luxury brands are registered on Facebook 

Crossing the brands from the top 10  of every social networks in terms of registered and active users we established a global top 10: 
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– Content 
Social networks are a privileged environment for brands and internet users to meet and bound hence the importance of 

proposing engaging contents that answer the need for information of the registered users. 

 

The users commitment depends on the contents proposed by the brands; so we identified several types of content:  

 

 

 

 
 

Events (fashion shows, openings,  
expositions,..) 

Advertising campaigns 
« behind the scene » 

Celebrities/models/ambassadors 
News 

New collection presentations B
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Advices Commercial offers (coupons, 
private sales, …) 

Contests (games, mobile apps) Questions/answers to 
subscribers 
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Trends  - Luxury and Ads 

40% of the media budgets is dedicated to the web including a 15% that is devoted to mobile advertising , 

 
Key words 
- Interactivity (rich media) 
- Engaging content (video, photo, contests, social networks) 
-  Mobile 

 

Trends - Luxury and Mobile 

Many luxury brands have developed websites that can adapt to mobile through the responsive technology 
proposed by the HTML5 language, but also mobile websites et and Iphone and Android apps.  
 

Indeed, 65% of the 151 observed luxury brands proposes at least one application, including an 88% 
that has developed a mobile compatible website.  

13% only has a dedicated mobile site, "m.“ site 
22% of the studied brands doesn’t have a mobile dedicated communication tool  
 

The brands which have no apps or mobile site have nonetheless integrated into their classical website some 
functions that are available on mobile like the store locators or the wish lists. 
 

23% of the studied brands has more than 3 dedicated mobile 

applications 
 

Only 3% of the observed apps were not free 
 

86% of the observed brands has developed iPhone apps versus 20% for Android 

 
 
 
The brands with the highest number of applications are: 
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Trends - Luxury and Mobile Apps 
The common functions to all apps are as follows : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
However the 2012 trends in terms of mobile apps are the development of games, contests, useful tools (clock, wish 
lists, personalized advice...). Brands try to offer to their users an interactive and personalized brand experience, 
through the additional interaction that Smartphones can propose. 
 
 
 

21% 
catalogues of 
products 

19%   

brand content 
videos, photos, 
interviews, wall papers, 
playlists….) 

 

13%  
store finder 
(geolocalisation) 

 

10%   
news on the 
brand 

 

Trends – Luxury and Brand Content  
Events (fashion shows, store openings, collection reveal)  
publications were the first brand content tools 
 

- websites, mobile websites and dedicated applications to some products atmosphere or universe that propose 
exclusive contents to clients like photos, interviews videos, advice, news about the brands off line activities 
(expositions, fashion shows...) 
 

 - special know how and traditions of the main luxury brands (creation, special techniques, tools and materials). 

 

Search: 1rst tools  to access luxury brands on web 
 
Strong link between off line activities and online researches  qualified web content (actualised,  interactive, 
detailed) 
 
Importance: Websites: 60% - Social Networks: 40% 
 
Multi screen websites (mobiles, touch screen tablets, PC), integration E-CRM, interactive access to information 
 Crossroad of brand-internet users interactions 
 
Display ad campaigns  brands and products universes discovery (dedicated spaces, exclusive contents that 

reinforce the internet user commitment and engagement to the brand).   
 

Videos and rich media enhance and facilitate the creation of these brand universes or atmospheres 
 
Mobile has become essential in the brand strategies that aim to be close to the internet users. Offer of additional 
services and day to day but also personalized news. 

2012 Luxury brands digital trends 

Find the complete study: Digital Luxury Marketing Report 2012 
 
We remain at your disposal for any need for additional information on the study , the website or for any request for 
bespoke studies (brands, time frame, tool) or press releases: team@digitaluxury.fr 
 
___Digitaluxury.fr is the observatory of the luxury brands digital presence (brands, agencies, premium  medias , e-
commerce and advertising campaigns).  
 
 

Digitaluxury.fr – About us 

BLOG     SEO     SOCIAL MEDIA     ADS     SITE     MOBILE     BRAND CONTENT 

French Luxury Digital Marketing Report 2012 

99% 

Interactivity, video, rich media and mobile are the corner stones of display strategies 
Brand content, main tool for the brand experience   

 
- these requests deal with luxury brands and give 209 323 094 answers in average on Google Search 
- 386 associated key words in average lead to a luxury brand on Google 
- 30% of luxury brands websites traffic has been generated by an advertising campaign, in November 2012 
 
Search has a major impact on digital brand image enhancement.  
 
(Sources: Digitaluxury.fr  - Sem rush) 

Search engines, and especially Google Search, remain the first way for the internet users to enter the internet.  

 The main figures we could find are: 

64 706 request about luxury brands in average| 

Louis Vuitton 

Ralph Lauren 

Longchamp 

Chanel 

Gucci 

Top 5 of the brands 
 that propose the highest 
number of pages during a 
Google request 

- Natural results on Google - Web pages 

Social networks shares in the brands global registration 

© 2013 digitaLuxury.fr – Luxury Brands Digital  Trends 

7 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 5 

* Analyzed brands: Alexander Mcqueen, Alexander Wang, Armani, Aston Martin, Audemars Puguet, Audi France, Azimut Yachts, Azzaro, Baccarat, Balenciaga, Baume & Mercier, Bell&Ross, Bentley, 

Blancpain, Bmw, Bollinger, Bonpoint, Bottega Veneta, Boucheron, Breitling, Bristol, Bugatti, Bulgari, Burberry, Calvin Klein, Cartier, Chanel, Chaumet, Chloe, Chopard, Chow Tai Fook, Christian Lacroix, 
Christian Louboutin, Christofle, Clarins, Coach, Crillon, Davidoff, De Beers, De Fursac, De Grisogono, Diane Von Fursstenburg, Dior, Dkny (Donna Karan New York), Dolce & Gabanna, Emilio Pucci, 
Ermenegildo Zegna, Estee Lauder, Estée Lauder, Faber-Castell, Fendi, Ferrari, Franck Muller, Frederic Constant, Gh Mumm, Givenchy, Gucci, Guerlain, Harry Winston, Helena Rubinstein, Hennesy, Hermes, 
Hublot, Hugo Boss, Iwc, Jaeger Lecoultre, Jaguar, Jean Paul Gaultier, Jimmy Choo, Joseph, Karl Lagerfeld, Kenzo, La Prairie, Lamborghini, Lancel, Lancôme, Lanvin, Lexus, Lolita Lempika, Longchamp, 
Longines, Louis Vuitton, Manolo Blahnik, Marcjacobs, Martell, Martin Margiela, Maseratti, Mauboussin, Mercedes, Michael Kors, Mikimoto, Miu Miu, Moët Et Chandon, Moncler, Mont Blanc, 
Montegrappa, Moschino, Mulberry, Nanette Lepore, Nina Ricci, Omega, Opi, Oscar De La Renta, Overso, Paco Rabanne, Pagani, Paul Smith, Perrier Jouet, Piaget, Pierre Hardy, Plaza Athenee, Porshe, 
Prada, Proenza Schouler, Quela, Ralphlauren, Ray Ban, Remy Martin, Repetto, Rivas, Roche Bobois, Rolex, Rolls Royce, Ruinart, Saint Laurent, Salvatore Ferragamo, Santoni, Sergio Rossi, Shang Xia, 
Shiseido, Sisley, Sofitel, Sonia Rykiel, Spyker, Stella Mc Cartney, Swarovski, Tag Heuer, Thierry Mugler, Tiffany & Co, Tissot, Tods, Tom Ford, Tommy Hilfiger, Vacheron Constatin, Van Cleef & Arpels, 
Versace, Veuve Cliquot, Viktor & Rolf, Vince 

86% 20% 
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